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Abstract
It is known that the number of overlap-free binary words of length n grows polynomially,
while the number of cubefree binary words grows exponentially. We show that the dividing
line between polynomial and exponential growth is 7
3
: More precisely, there are only
polynomially many binary words of length n that avoid 7
3
-powers, but there are exponentially
many binary words of length n that avoid 7
3
þ
-powers. This answers an open question of
Kobayashi from 1986.
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1. Introduction
We are concerned in this paper with problems dealing with combinatorics on
words [16,17].
Let S be a ﬁnite nonempty set, called an alphabet. We consider ﬁnite and inﬁnite
words over S: The set of all ﬁnite words over S is denoted by S: The set of all
inﬁnite words (that is, maps from N to S) is denoted by So: In this paper we often
use a particular class of alphabets, namely
Sk :¼ f0; 1;y; k  1g:
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A morphism is a map h : S-D such that hðxyÞ ¼ hðxÞhðyÞ for all x; yAS: A
morphism may be speciﬁed by providing the image words hðaÞ for all aAS: If
h : S-S and hðaÞ ¼ ax for some letter aAS; then we say that h is prolongable on a;
and we can then iterate h inﬁnitely often to get the ﬁxed point hoðaÞ :¼
axhðxÞh2ðxÞh3ðxÞ? : If there exists an integer k such that the morphism h satisﬁes
jhðaÞj ¼ k for all aAS; we say it is k-uniform. If a morphism is k-uniform for some k;
then we say it is uniform. For more on morphisms, see, for example, [9].
A square is a nonempty word of the form xx; as in the English word murmur. A
cube is a nonempty word of the form xxx; as in the Finnish word kokoko. An overlap
is a word of the form axaxa; where x is a possibly empty word and a is a single letter,
as in the English word alfalfa. A word v is a factor (sometimes called a subword) of
a word x if x can be written x ¼ uvw for some words u; w: A word avoids squares
(resp., cubes, overlaps) if it contains no factor that is a square (resp., cube, overlap).
Such words are also called square-free (resp., cube-free, overlap-free). For example,
the English word square is squarefree, whereas squarefree is not.
It is well known and easily proved that every word of length 4 or more over a two-
letter alphabet contains a square as a factor. However, Thue proved in 1906 [24] that
there exist inﬁnite squarefree words over a three-letter alphabet. Thue also proved
that the word moð0Þ ¼ 0110100110010110? is overlap-free (and hence cubefree);
here m is the Thue–Morse morphism sending 0-01 and 1-10:
Dejean [5] initiated the study of fractional powers. Let a be a rational numberX1:
Following Brandenburg [2], we say that a nonempty word w is an a-power if there
exist words y; y0AS such that w ¼ yny0; and y0 is a preﬁx of y with n þ jy0j=jyj ¼ a:
For example, the English word alfalfa is a 7
3
-power and the word ionization is a
10
7
-power. If a is a real number, we say that a word w avoids a-powers (or is a-power-
free) if it contains no factor that is a b-power for any rational bXa: We say that
a word w avoids aþ-powers (or is aþ-power-free) if it contains no factor that is a
b-power for rational b4a: Thus a word is overlap-free iff it is 2þ-power-free.
We may enumerate the number of words avoiding various patterns. Brandenburg
[2] proved (among other things) that there are exponentially many cube-free binary
words; also see Edlin [7]. Restivo and Salemi [19,20] proved that there exist only
polynomially many overlap-free binary words of length n; in fact they gave an upper
bound of Oðnlog2 15Þ: The exponent log2 15 was improved to 1.7 by Kfoury [10], to
1.587 by Kobayashi [12], and to 1.37 by Lepisto¨ [15]. Also see Carpi [3] and
Cassaigne [4].
Overlap-free words avoid 2þ-powers, and there are only polynomially many over
S2: Cubefree words avoid 3-powers and there are exponentially many over S2:
Kobayashi [11, Problem 6.6] asked the following natural question: at what exponent
a does the number of binary words avoiding a-powers jump from polynomial to
exponential? In this paper we prove that the answer is 7
3
: Our proof uses the fact that
various structure theorems, which previously were known for overlap-free words,
also hold for any exponent a with 2oap7
3
:
The special role that the exponent 7
3
plays in binary avoidability problems was
recognized as early as 1997 by Kolpakov and Kucherov [13]. They considered the
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function measuring the minimum frequency of a letter in a-power-free binary words,
and showed that it is discontinuous at 7
3
(also see [14]). The results of Shur [22,
Proposition 3.1; Theorem 3.2] in 2000 on bi-inﬁnite binary words also strongly
suggest a special role for 7
3
: In May 2001, Uwe Grimm presented a poster at the
Oberwohlfach conference on aperiodic order in which he reported empirical evidence
that 7
3
is the boundary between polynomial and exponential growth [8], and stated as
an open problem ﬁnding a proof of this fact. But apparently none of these authors
proved our main results, Theorems 7 and 11.
2. Preliminary lemmas
We begin with some notation and preliminary results. We write %0 ¼ 1
and %1 ¼ 0: We let m be the Thue–Morse morphism mentioned in the previous
section.
Lemma 1. Let t; vAS2: If there exist c; dAS2 such that cmðtÞ ¼ mðvÞd; then d ¼ c;
t ¼ %cn; and v ¼ cn; where n ¼ jtj ¼ jvj:
Proof. See [1, Lemma 1.7.2]. &
Lemma 2. Suppose t; yAS2 and mðtÞ ¼ yy: Then there exists vAS2 such that y ¼ mðvÞ:
Proof. See [1, Lemma 1.7.3]. &
Lemma 3. Let h : S-S be a uniform morphism, and let a be a rational number. If w
contains an a-power, then hðwÞ contains an a-power.
Proof. Suppose w contains an a-power. Then there exist words s; s0ASþ and r; tAS
such that w ¼ rsns0t; where s0 is a nonempty preﬁx of s and n þ js0j=jsj ¼ a: Then
hðwÞ ¼ hðrÞhðsÞnhðs0ÞhðtÞ: Then hðwÞ contains the a-power hðsÞnhðs0Þ: &
Note that for arbitrary morphisms the result need not be true (unless a is an
integer).
We now state a lemma which is originally due to Shur [22, Proposition 1.2] and
discovered by us independently. We give a proof here for completeness.
Lemma 4. Let wAS2; and suppose mðwÞ contains an a-power for some rational a42:
Then w contains a b-power with bXa:
Proof. Suppose mðwÞ contains an a-power, say mðwÞ ¼ xyny0z; where n þ jy0j=jyj ¼ a
and nX2: There are four cases to consider, based on the parity of jxj and jyj:
Case 1: jxj is even and jyj is even. There are two subcases, depending on the
parity of jy0j:
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Case 1a: jy0j is even. Then jzj is even. Then there exist words r; s; s0; t; with s0 a
preﬁx of s; such that mðrÞ ¼ x; mðsÞ ¼ y; mðs0Þ ¼ y0; and mðtÞ ¼ z: Then w ¼ rsns0t; and
so w contains the a-power sns0:
Case 1b: jy0j is odd. Then jzj is odd. Then there exist words r; s; s0; t; with s0 a preﬁx
of s; and a letter c such that mðrÞ ¼ x; mðsÞ ¼ y; mðs0Þc ¼ y0; and %cmðtÞ ¼ z: Since jy0j is
odd, jyj is even, and y0 is a preﬁx of y; it follows that y0 %c is also a preﬁx of y: Hence s0c
is a preﬁx of s: Then w contains the b-power sns0c; where
b ¼ n þ js
0cj
jsj ¼ n þ
2js0j þ 2
2jsj ¼ n þ
jy0j þ 1
jyj 4n þ
jy0j
jyjXa:
Case 2: jxj is even and jyj is odd. Since jxj is even and mðwÞ ¼ xyny0z; there exists a
word t such that mðtÞ ¼ yy: From Lemma 2 there exists v such that y ¼ mðvÞ: But
then jyj is even, a contradiction. Thus this case cannot occur.
Case 3: jxj is odd and jyj is even. There are two subcases, depending on the parity
of jy0j:
Case 3a: jy0j is even. Then jzj is odd. Then there exist words r; s; s0; t and letters
c; d; e such that x ¼ mðrÞc; y ¼ %cmðsÞd; y0 ¼ %dmðs0Þe; and z ¼ %emðtÞ: Consideration of
the factor yy shows that d %c must be the image of a letter under m; so c ¼ d: Hence
mðwÞ ¼ mðrðcsÞncs0etÞ and so w ¼ rðcsÞncs0et: Thus w contains the a-power ðcsÞncs0;
and since s0 is a preﬁx of s; it follows that cs0 is a preﬁx of cs:
Case 3b: jy0j is odd. Then jzj is even. Then we are in the mirror image of case 2a,
and the same proof works.
Case 4: jxj is odd and jyj is odd. Then from length considerations we see that there
exist words t; v and letters c; d such that y ¼ cmðtÞ ¼ mðvÞd: By Lemma 1, we have
d ¼ c; t ¼ %cr; and v ¼ cr for some rX0: Thus y ¼ cð%ccÞr: Since y0 is a nonempty preﬁx
of y and nX2; we may write mðwÞ ¼ xy2ct for some word t: Since jxj and jyj are odd,
and y ends in c; we must have that cc is the image of a single letter under m; a
contradiction. Thus this case cannot occur. &
Theorem 5. Let wAS2; and let a42 be a real number. Then w is a-power-free iff mðwÞ
is a-power-free.
Proof. Combine Lemmas 3 and 4. &
We remark that Theorem 5 is not true if a ¼ 2; for example w ¼ 01 contains no
square, but mðwÞ ¼ 0110 does.
3. A structure theorem for a-power-free words for 2oap7
3
Restivo and Salemi [19,20] proved a beautiful structure theorem for overlap-
free binary words. Roughly speaking, it says that any overlap-free word is, up to
removal of a short preﬁx or sufﬁx, the image of another overlap-free word under m;
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the Thue–Morse morphism. Perhaps surprisingly, the same sort of structure theorem
exists for binary words avoiding a-powers, where a is any real number with 2oap7
3
:
Theorem 6. Let x be a word avoiding a-powers, with 2oap7
3
: Let m be the Thue–
Morse morphism. Then there exist u; v; y with u; vAfe; 0; 1; 00; 11g and a word yAS2
avoiding a-powers, such that x ¼ umðyÞv:
Proof. We prove the result by induction on jxj: If jxjp2; then the factorizations can
be chosen as shown in the following table:
x u y v
e e e e
0 0 e e
1 1 e e
00 00 e e
01 e 0 e
10 e 1 e
11 11 e e
Now suppose the claim is true for all x with jxjok: We prove it for jxj ¼ k: Let x
be a-power-free with jxjX3: Write x ¼ az with aAS2 and zAS2: Since x is a-power-
free, so is z: Since jzjojxj; by induction there exist u0; v0Afe; 0; 1; 00; 11g and a a-
power-free word y0 such that z ¼ u0mðy0Þv0:
Now there are several cases to consider.
Case 1: u0 ¼ e or u0 ¼ a: Then we may write x ¼ umðyÞv with ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðau0; y0; v0Þ:
Case 2: u0 ¼ %a: Then x ¼ umðyÞv with ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðe; ay0; v0Þ: Since x is a-power-free,
so is mðay0Þ; and hence, by Theorem 5, so is ay0:
Case 3: u0 ¼ aa: Then x begins with aaa ¼ a3; and so x does not avoid a-powers.
Case 4: u0 ¼ %a %a: Then x ¼ a %a %amðy0Þv0:
Case 4a: jy0j ¼ 0: Then x ¼ a %a %av0: If v0 ¼ e (resp., v0 ¼ a; v0 ¼ aa), then we can
write x ¼ umðyÞv with ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðe; a; %aÞ (resp., ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðe; a %a; eÞ; ðu; y; vÞ ¼
ðe; a %a; aÞ: Otherwise, if v0 ¼ %a or v0 ¼ %a %a then x contains %a %a %a ¼ %a3; and so x does
not avoid a-powers.
Case 4b: jy0jX1: There are two cases to consider.
Case 4b(i): y0 ¼ ay00: There are several cases to consider.
Case 4b(i.1): jy00j ¼ 0: Then y0 ¼ a and x ¼ a %a %aa %av0:
If v0 ¼ e (resp., v0 ¼ a; v0 ¼ aa; v0 ¼ %a), then we can write x ¼ umðyÞv with ðu; y; vÞ ¼
ðe; a %a; %aÞ (resp., ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðe; a %a %a; eÞ; ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðe; a %a %a; aÞ; ðu; y; vÞ ¼ ðe; a %a; %a %aÞ).
Otherwise, if v0 ¼ %a %a; then x contains %a %a %a ¼ %a3; and so x does not avoid a-powers.
Case 4.b(i.2): jy00jX1: If y00 ¼ ay000; then x ¼ a %a %aa %aa %amðy000Þv0; so x contains the 52 -
power %aa %aa %a: If y00 ¼ %ay000; then x ¼ a %a %aa %a %aamðy000Þv0; so x contains the 73 -power
a %a %aa %a %aa:
Case 4.b(ii) y0 ¼ %ay00: Then x ¼ a %a %a %aamðy00Þv0: Thus x contains %a %a %a ¼ %a3:
Our proof by induction is now complete. &
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Remarks. (1) A slightly weaker result was stated by Kolpakov and Kucherov [13,
Lemma 15], but without proof. Also see [14, Lemma 9].
(2) The decomposition in Theorem 6 is actually unique if jxjX7: As this requires
more tedious case analysis and is not crucial to our discussion, we do not prove this
here.
(3) Theorem 6 fails for a47
3
; since no word?0110110? can be factorized in the
stated form.
4. Polynomial upper bound on the number of 7
3
-power-free words
Theorem 6, together with a result of Kobayashi [11, Theorem 4.5], now implies
that the number of 7
3
-power-free words grows polynomially. For completeness, we
provide a proof of this implication.
Let x ¼ x0 be a nonempty binary word that is a-power-free, with 2oap73:
Then by Theorem 6 we can write x0 ¼ u1mðx1Þv1 with ju1j; jv1jp2: If jx1jX1;
we can repeat the process, writing x1 ¼ u2mðx2Þv2: Continuing in this fashion,
we obtain the decomposition xi1 ¼ uimðxiÞvi for i ¼ 1; 2;y until jxtþ1j ¼ 0 for
some t: Then
x0 ¼ u1mðu2Þ?mt1ðut1ÞmtðxtÞmt1ðvt1Þ?mðv2Þv1:
Then from the inequalities 1pjxtjp4 and 2jxijpjxi1jp2jxij þ 4; 1pipt; an easy
induction gives 2tpjxjp2tþ3  4: Thus tplog2 jxjot þ 3; and so
log2 jxj  3otplog2 jxj: ð1Þ
There are at most 5 possibilities for each ui and vi; and there are at
most 22 possibilities for xt (since 1pjxtjp4 and xt is cubefree). Inequality (1)
shows there are at most 3 possibilities for t: Letting n ¼ jxj; we see there are at most
3  22  52log2 n ¼ 66nlog2 25 words of length n that avoid a-powers. We have therefore
proved
Theorem 7. Let 2oap7
3
: There are Oðnlog2 25Þ ¼ Oðn4:644Þ binary words of length n
that avoid a-powers.
We have not tried to optimize the exponent in Theorem 7. Probably it can be made
signiﬁcantly smaller.
5. Exponential lower bound on the number of 7
3
þ
-power-free words
In this section, we prove that there are exponentially many binary words of length
n avoiding 7
3
þ
-powers.
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Deﬁne the 21-uniform morphism h : S4-S

2 as follows:
hð0Þ ¼ 011010011001001101001;
hð1Þ ¼ 100101100100110010110;
hð2Þ ¼ 100101100110110010110;
hð3Þ ¼ 011010011011001101001:
This morphism is similar to one in [13,14], although we discovered it
independently through a brute-force search. It has an interesting structure; namely,
if z ¼ 0110100110; then
hð0Þ ¼ z 0 %zR;
hð1Þ ¼ %z 0 zR;
hð2Þ ¼ %z 1 zR;
hð3Þ ¼ z 1 %zR;
but we do not use this observation in what follows.
We ﬁrst show
Lemma 8. Let w be any squarefree word over S4: Then
(i) hðwÞ contains no square yy with jyj413; and
(ii) hðwÞ contains no 7
3
þ
-powers.
Proof. We ﬁrst prove (i). We argue by contradiction. Let w ¼ a1a2?an be a square-
free word such that hðwÞ contains a square, i.e., hðwÞ ¼ xyyz for some x; zAS4;
yASþ4 : Without loss of generality, assume that w is a shortest such word, so that
0pjxj; jzjo21:
Case 1: jyjp42: In this case we can take jwjp5: To verify that hðwÞ contains no
squares yy with jyj413; it therefore sufﬁces to check the image of each of the 264
square-free words in S54: We veriﬁed this with different programs written in APL and
Pascal; the Pascal programs are available from the website of the second author
(http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/~shallit).
Case 2: jyj442: First, we observe the following facts about the morphism h:
Fact 9. (i) Suppose hðabÞ ¼ thðcÞu for some letters a; b; cAS4 and words t; uAS2: Then
this factorization of hðabÞ is trivial (that is, t ¼ e or u ¼ e).
(ii) Suppose there exist letters a; b; cAS4 and words s; t; u; vAS2 such that hðaÞ ¼ st;
hðbÞ ¼ uv; and hðcÞ ¼ sv: Then either a ¼ c or b ¼ c:
Proof. (i) This can be veriﬁed with a short computation.
(ii) This can easily be veriﬁed by inspection: no two images of distinct letters share
a preﬁx s of length 11. If jsjp10; then jtjX11; and no two images of distinct letters
share a sufﬁx of length 11. &
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Now we resume the proof of Lemma 8. For i ¼ 1; 2;y; n deﬁne Ai ¼ hðaiÞ: Then
if hðwÞ ¼ xyyz; we can write
hðwÞ ¼ A1A2?An ¼ A01A001A2?Aj1A0jA00j Ajþ1?An1A0nA00n;
where
A1 ¼ A01A001 ;
Aj ¼ A0jA00j ;
An ¼ A0nA00n ;
x ¼ A01;
y ¼ A001A2?Aj1A0j ¼ A00j Ajþ1?An1A0n;
z ¼ A00n
and jA001 j; jA00j j40: See Fig. 1.
If jA001j4jA00j j; then Ajþ1 ¼ hðajþ1Þ is a factor of A001A2; hence a factor of A1A2 ¼
hða1a2Þ: Thus we can write Ajþ2 ¼ A0jþ2A00jþ2 with
A001A2 ¼ A00j Ajþ1A0jþ2:
See Fig. 2.
But then, by Fact 9(i), either jA00j j ¼ 0; or jA0jþ2j ¼ 0 (so jA001j ¼ jA00j j). Both
conclusions are impossible.
If jA001 jojA00j j; then A2 ¼ hða2Þ is a factor of A00j Ajþ1; hence a factor of AjAjþ1 ¼
hðajajþ1Þ: Thus we can write A3 ¼ A03A003 with
A001A2A
0
3 ¼ A00j Ajþ1:
See Fig. 3.
By Fact 9(i), either jA001j ¼ 0 or jA03j ¼ 0 (so jA001j ¼ jA00j j). Again, both conclusions
are impossible.
Therefore jA001j ¼ jA00j j: Hence A001 ¼ A00j ; A2 ¼ Ajþ1;y; Aj1 ¼ An1; and A0j ¼ A0n:
Since h is injective, we have a2 ¼ ajþ1;y; aj1 ¼ an1: It also follows that jyj is
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A1 A2 A j _1 A n_1A j+1
A'1 A"1
 A'j
  A"j A'n A"n
· · ·· · ·
y y
Aj An
zx
Fig. 1. The word xyyz within hðwÞ:
· · ·
· · ·
 A'n
 A'j
A
n_1A'j +2Aj+1  A"j
A2
  A"1
y =
y = A j_1
Fig. 2. The case jA001 j4jA00j j:
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divisible by 21 and Aj ¼ A0jA00j ¼ A0nA001 : But by Fact 9(ii), either (1) aj ¼ an or (2)
aj ¼ a1: In the ﬁrst case, a2?aj1aj ¼ ajþ1?an1an; so w contains the square
ða2?aj1ajÞ2; a contradiction. In the second case, a1?aj1 ¼ ajajþ1?an1; so w
contains the square ða1?aj1Þ2; a contradiction.
This completes the proof of part (i).
It now remains to prove (ii). If hðwÞ contains a 7
3
þ
-power yyy0; then it contains a
square, and by part (i) we know that jyjp13: We may assume that jy0jpJ1
3
 13n ¼ 5;
so jyyy0jp31: Hence we need only check the image of all 36 square-free words in S34
to ensure they do not contain any 7
3
þ
-power. We veriﬁed this with different programs
written in APL and Pascal; the Pascal programs are available from the website of the
second author (http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/~shallit).
Next, deﬁne the substitution g : S3-2
S4 as follows:
gð0Þ ¼ f0; 3g;
gð1Þ ¼ f1g;
gð2Þ ¼ f2g:
Let jwja denote the number of occurrences of the letter a in the word w: We prove
Lemma 10. Let wAS3 be any square-free word. Then hðgðwÞÞ is a language of 2r words
over S2; where r ¼ jwj0; and moreover these words are of length 21jwj and avoid 73
þ
-
powers.
Proof. Let w be a square-free word over S3: Then gðwÞ is a language over S4; and we
claim that each word xAgðwÞ is square-free. For suppose xAgðwÞ and x contains a
square, say x ¼ tuuv for some words t; vAS4; and uASþ4 : Deﬁne the morphism f
where f ð0Þ ¼ f ð3Þ ¼ 0; f ð1Þ ¼ 1; and f ð2Þ ¼ 2: Then f ðxÞ ¼ w and f ðxÞ contains the
square f ðuÞf ðuÞ; a contradiction. It now follows from Lemma 8 that hðxÞ avoids 7
3
þ
-
powers. Since h is injective, all the 2r words obtained by applying h3g to w are
distinct. &
Finally, we obtain
Theorem 11. Let Cn be the number of binary words of length n that are
7
3
þ
-power-free.
Then Cn ¼ OðgnÞ; where g ¼ 21=6361:011:
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A'n
A'j
A
n_1
A'3
Aj+1  A"j
A2A"1
y =
y = A j_1
Fig. 3. The case jA001 jojA00j j:
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Proof. Take any square-free word x of length m over S3: There must exist a
symbol aAS3 such that a occurs at least Jm=3n times in x: By replacing each symbol
b in x with b  a ðmod 3Þ; we get a square-free word x0 with at least Jm=3n
occurrences of 0.
Now consider hðgðx0ÞÞ: We get at least 2m=3 words of length 21m; and each word is
7
3
þ
-power-free. Write n ¼ 21m  k; where 0pko21: By what precedes, there are at
least 2n=63 words of length 21m that are 7
3
þ
-power-free. Thus there are at least
2k2n=63X2212n=63 words of length n with the desired property. &
We have not tried to optimize the value of g: It can be improved slightly in several
ways: for example, by starting with a square-free word over S3 with a higher
proportion of 0’s; see [23].
For an upper bound on Cn; we may reason as follows: if w is a word avoiding
7
3
þ
-
powers, then w certainly has no occurrences of either 000 or 111. Let En denote the
number of binary words of length n avoiding both 000 and 111. Then CnpEn and it
is easy to see that
En ¼ En1 þ En2 ð2Þ
for nX3: Now the characteristic polynomial of recursion (2) is x2  x  1; and the
dominant zero of this polynomial is ð1þ ﬃﬃﬃ5p Þ=261:62: By well-known properties of
linear recurrences we get En ¼ Oð1:62nÞ:
This procedure may be automated. Noonan and Zeilberger [18] have written a
Maple package DAVID IAN that allows one to specify a list L of forbidden words, and
computes the generating function enumerating words avoiding members of L: We
used this package for a list L of 58 words of length p24:
000; 111; 01010; 10101;y; 110110010011011001001101
including words of the form xð1þI7jxj=3mÞ=jxj for 1pjxjp10: (Words for which
shorter members of L are factors can be omitted.) We obtained a characteristic
polynomial of degree 39 with dominant root 1:22990049?: Therefore, we have
shown
Theorem 12. The number Cn of binary words of length n avoiding
7
3
þ
-powers satisfies
Cn ¼ Oð1:23nÞ:
The Maple program is available from the website of the second author (http://
www.math.uwaterloo.ca/~shallit).
6. Avoiding arbitrarily large squares
Dekking [6] proved that every inﬁnite overlap-free binary word must contain
arbitrarily large squares. He also proved that there exists an inﬁnite cube-free binary
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word that avoids squares xx with jxjX4: Furthermore the number 4 is best
possible, since every binary word of lengthX30 contains a cube or a square xx with
jxjX3:
This leads to the following natural question: what is the largest exponent a such
that every inﬁnite a-power-free binary word contains arbitrarily large squares? From
Dekking’s results we know 2oao3: The answer is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 13. (i) Every infinite 7
3
-power-free binary word contains arbitrarily large
squares.
(ii) There exists an infinite 7
3
þ
-power-free binary word such that each square factor
xx satisfies jxjp13:
Proof. For (i), let w be an inﬁnite 7
3
-power-free binary word. By Theorem 6
and Eq. (1), any preﬁx of w of length 2nþ5 contains mnþ2ð0Þ as a factor. But
mnþ2ð0Þ ¼ mnð0110Þ; so any preﬁx of length 2nþ5 contains the square factor xx with
x ¼ mnð1Þ:
For (ii), from Theorem 8 it follows that if w is an inﬁnite squarefree word
over S4; and h is the morphism deﬁned in Section 5, then hðwÞ has the desired
properties. &
We note that the number 13 in Theorem 13(ii) is not the best possible. A recent
paper [21] examines this question in more detail.
7. Numerical results
Let An (resp., Bn; Cn; Dn) denote the number of overlap-free words (resp.,
7
3
-
power-free words, 7
3
þ
-power-free words, cube-free words) over the alphabet S2: We
give here the values of these sequences for 0pnp28:
n 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
An 1 2 4 6 10 14 20 24 30 36 44 48 60 60 62 72 82
Bn 1 2 4 6 10 14 20 24 30 40 48 56 64 76 82 92 106
Cn 1 2 4 6 10 14 20 30 38 50 64 86 108 136 178 222 276
Dn 1 2 4 6 10 16 24 36 56 80 118 174 254 378 554 802 1168
n 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
An 88 96 112 120 120 136 148 164 152 154 148 162
Bn 124 142 152 172 192 210 220 234 256 284 308 314
Cn 330 408 500 618 774 962 1178 1432 1754 2160 2660 3292
Dn 1716 2502 3650 5324 7754 11320 16502 24054 35058 51144 74540 108664
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